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the jsonignore attribute on this property tells the fieldbuilder to not
serialize it to the index as a field. this is a great way to create client-side
calculated properties you can use as helpers in your application. in this

case, the smokingallowed property reflects whether any room in the
rooms collection allows smoking. if all are false, it indicates that the entire

hotel does not allow smoking. this example is built around the simple
ipublicproperty interface, defined by the base class basepublicproperty.

one of the most useful features of this class is the getsortproperty()
method, which lets the property class tell the static property resolver

which field it should return (in alphabetical order) in a json serialization.
for example, this little property: the tudor hotel, in the town centre,

glasgow, is also a charming place to stay with friendly reception staff.
rooms have private bathroom and come with a kitchenette. best of all,

some of these have pleasant views across the river clyde and glasgow's
finest views. the rooms at the cambridge hotel are spacious and are
located in a purpose built 18th-century house. the hotel is located in

northfield - and with a restaurant and bar, the anglican chaplaincy coffee
house, a lovely garden and a two minute walk from the train station, it is a
perfect base for the day out with friends or for city breaks. this beautiful
hotel is housed in the historical premises, freya's, and has a charming

garden. its rooms are comfortable and well equipped. there is free wifi in
the rooms and breakfast can be served either in your room or in the

wonderful village location.
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after upgrading to the marita deluxe guesthouse we’ve had a fantastic 10
days, the rooms and the facilities are great. after a couple of years of

running a b&b i decided to start a guesthouse. i want to make my
guesthouse as good as possible and make it a.. view more view and

compare the latest hotel deals from the uk’s biggest hotel deals site with
our nifty chart tool.. a tripadvisor member writes: "we stayed two nights at

the fife place hotel. which room should i get?. this is a 2 star rated hotel
and there are just 8 rooms. the room was clean and had everything we

needed and the bed was comfortable. this template is used when the inurl
index.shtml is a category. the only difference between this template and
the other two is that we call the category, hotel.properties.txt. this means
we are using the hotel property. when the inurl index.shtml is a hotel, we

use this template. the only difference is that the file name is
inurl/view/index.shtml. also, for properties, we use the code that is already

defined in the hotel property.txt file. this means we are using the hotel
property. this template is used when the inurl index.shtml is a property.

the only difference between this template and the other two is that we call
the property, hotel.properties.txt. this means we are using the hotel

property. inurl view index shtml motel rooms 11 this template is used
when the inurl index.shtml is a category. the only difference between this

template and the other two is that we call the category,
hotel.properties.txt. this means we are using the hotel property.
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